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about the architecture of the language processing system. This paper evaluates two central pieces

of evidence for accounts that propose a syntax-independent semantic composition mechanism,

namely the presence of P600 effects and the absence of N400 effects in role-reversed sentences.

Experiment 1 examined the relative contribution of the presence of an animacy violation and the

semantic relations between words (‘combinability’) to the ERP responses to role-reversed

sentences. Experiment 2 examined the ERP responses to role-reversed sentences that are fully

animacy-congruous. Results from the two experiments showed that animacy-violated sentences

with no plausible non-surface interpretation elicited the same P600 effect as both types of role-

reversed sentences; additionally, semantically anomalous target words elicited no N400 effects

when they were strongly semantically related to the preceding words, regardless of the presence

of animacy violations. Taken together, these findings suggest that the presence of P600s to role-

reversed sentences can be attributed to the implausibility of the sentence meaning, and the

absence of N400 effects is due to a combination of weak contextual constraints and strong lexical

association. The presence of a plausible non-surface interpretation and animacy violations made

no unique contribution to the ERP response profiles. Hence, existing ERP findings are compatible

with the long-held assumption that online semantic composition is dependent on surface syntax

and do not constitute evidence for a syntax-independent semantic composition mechanism.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
r B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Surface syntax is critical in determining the meaning of a

sentence. Two sentences with the same words ordered differ-

ently (e.g., (1) and (2)) can have drastically different meanings:
1.
 The rebels killed the king.
2.
 The king killed the rebels.
Given the ease with which we detect the difference in

meanings in sentences like (1) and (2), it can perhaps be taken
for granted that we use surface syntax to compute the

meaning of a sentence. In fact, most models of human

sentence processing (e.g., Ferreira and Clifton, 1986;

MacDonald et al., 1994; Trueswell et al., 1994) have assumed

that surface syntax is always used to guide online semantic

composition.
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The assumption that semantic composition relies on sur-

face syntax should not be confused with the ‘‘syntax-first’’

position in the debate over online syntactic analysis in the

study of structural ambiguity resolution. Although there are

disagreements over whether syntactic information has prior-

ity over other sources of information, such as lexical bias, in

online syntactic analysis (Ford et al., 1982; Frazier, 1987;

Pickering et al., 2000; Trueswell et al., 1993), it is commonly

assumed that only analyses that are compatible with the

surface syntax are ever considered. Similarly, the view that

semantic interpretation combines word meanings in accor-

dance with syntactic constraints is independent of claims

that syntactic anomalies are more rapidly detected than

semantic anomalies (Friederici, 1995; McElree and Griffith,

1995). The assumption that semantic interpretation is based

on the syntactic structure of the sentence is related to the

claim that syntactic anomalies block the detection of seman-

tic anomalies (e.g., Friederici et al., 1999; Hahne and

Friederici, 2002), but these are logically distinct claims.

However, this assumption has not gone unchallenged (e.g.,

Bever, 1970; Caramazza and Zurif, 1976; Ferreira et al., 2002;

Slobin, 1966; Townsend and Bever, 2001; Jackendoff, 2002). In

fact, many have argued that the recent discovery of the

‘‘Semantic P600’’ phenomenon in the electrophysiological

literature directly challenges this assumption (e.g., Kim and

Osterhout, 2005; Kolk et al., 2003). These studies used event-

related potentials (ERPs) to examine brain responses to fully

grammatical sentences that contradict stereotypical thematic

relationships (‘‘role-reversed sentences’’, e.g., a criminal

arresting a policeman, as opposed to being arrested by a

policeman). The amplitude of the N400, a centro-parietal

negative-going waveform peaking at around 400 ms after

stimulus onset, is generally modulated by the cloze prob-

ability and semantic/pragmatic congruity of the word in a

given context (e.g., Kutas and Hillyard, 1980, 1984; Van

Berkum et al., 2008; Van Berkum, 2009). The P600, on the

other hand, is a late posterior positive-going ERP waveform

that has been associated with the presence of grammatical

anomalies and syntactic processing difficulty (e.g., Osterhout

and Holcomb, 1992; Hagoort et al, 1993). Interestingly,

although role-reversed sentences are clearly semantically

anomalous, they typically fail to elicit a larger N400 than

their canonical control (e.g., Hoeks et al, 2004; Kim and

Osterhout, 2005; Kim and Sikos, 2011; Kolk et al., 2003;

Kuperberg et al, 2003, 2006, 2007; Stroud and Phillips, 2012;

Van Herten et al., 2005, 2006). Further, despite being fully

grammatical and structurally unambiguous, role-reversed

sentences consistently elicit a larger P600 compared to the

canonical control condition.

In this paper, we will refer to the phenomenon that

grammatically well-formed role-reversed sentences elicit (i)

only a P600 effect and (ii) no N400 effects as the ‘‘Semantic

P600’’ phenomenon. Various accounts of the phenomenon

have proposed processing architectures that assume a

semantic interpretation mechanism that is independent of

surface syntax, i.e., an independent semantic composition

mechanism, and thereby challenge the assumption that

online semantic composition relies on surface syntax (e.g.,

Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky, 2008; Hagoort

et al, 2009; Hoeks et al., 2004; Kim and Osterhout, 2005;
Kolk et al., 2003; Kuperberg, 2007; Van Herten et al., 2005,

2006; Van de Meerendonk et al., 2009). An influential study by

Kim and Osterhout (2005) examined ERP responses to unam-

biguous, grammatically well-formed sentences that depict an

anomalous thematic relation (e.g., (3) and (4)). They reported

that semantically anomalous sentences with a ‘‘semantically

attractive’’ predicate–argument combination (e.g., (3), in

which meal is a likely Theme argument for devour) elicited

only a P600 effect and no N400 effect. In contrast, semantic

anomalies such as (4), where the predicate and its argument

are not semantically attractive, elicited only an N400 effect

and no P600 effects.
3.
 Semantic anomaly with a plausible non-surface interpre-

tation: The hearty meal was devouringy (control: the

hearty meal was devoured).
4.
 Semantic anomaly (no plausible non-surface interpreta-

tion): The dusty tabletops were devouringy (control: the

hearty meal was devoured).
Kim and Osterhout (2005) present a two-part argument

that online semantic composition can be independent of

surface syntax. First, when the subject and the verb are

semantically attractive, as in (3), the processor constructs a

plausible semantic representation, i.e., the hearty meal as the

Theme of devour, even if it contradicts what is unambiguously

dictated by surface syntax, i.e., the hearty meal as the Agent of

devour; henceforth a ‘‘non-surface interpretation’’. Therefore,

the processor is blind to the semantic anomaly in the input (a

‘semantic illusion’, see also Hoeks et al., 2004) and hence no

N400 effects are elicited. Meanwhile, since the surface syntax

of the input conflicts with that of the semantic representa-

tion computed, the processor in turn perceives the sentence

as ungrammatical, resulting in a P600 effect. Second, when

the subject and the verb are not semantically attractive, as in

(4), and therefore no plausible semantic interpretation can be

constructed, even by altering the structure or word order of

the sentence, the processor perceives the sentence as seman-

tically anomalous and generates an N400 effect and no P600

effect. Taken together, Kim and Osterhout argued that these

results show that the processing system uses the meaning of

individual words to compute a plausible interpretation, even

when surface syntax unambiguously conflicts with that

interpretation.

In sum, both the presence of a P600 effect and the absence

of N400 effects have been taken as evidence for an indepen-

dent semantic composition mechanism. Below, we use evi-

dence from Mandarin Chinese to evaluate these two key

pieces of evidence in turn, and propose that (i) the presence

of a P600 effect in role-reversed sentences may be attributed

to factors that are independent from, but often confounded

with, the presence of plausible non-surface interpretations;

and (ii) the absence of N400 effects in role-reversed sentences

is attributable to a combination of lexical priming and weak

contextual constraints. Most of the comparisons presented in

this study build upon previous studies, and our conclusions

have precursors in the literature. The primary contribution

of the current study is that it takes advantage of the
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properties of Mandarin Chinese to better assess proposals for

syntax-independent semantic composition and the impact of

factors such as animacy and implausibility.

1.1 When do semantic anomalies elicit a P600 effect?

Among the accounts that assume a processing architecture

with a syntax-independent interpretation mechanism, sev-

eral of them maintain that certain semantic anomalies elicit

a P600 effect because the processor computes plausible

interpretations that are incompatible with the surface syntax

(e.g., Kim and Osterhout, 2005; Kolk et al., 2003; Van Herten

et al., 2005, 2006). The strongest evidence for this account

involves arguments that the P600 response to semantic

anomalies is selective. If semantic anomalies elicit a P600

response only if a plausible non-surface interpretation is

available, then this suggests that the non-surface interpreta-

tion plays a role in the processing of the sentence. On the

other hand, if the P600 effect is elicited by semantic anoma-

lies regardless of the availability of a plausible non-surface

interpretation, then the observation of P600 effects in role-

reversed sentences is compatible with accounts that assign

no role to computation of non-surface interpretations.

To date, however, evidence for such selectivity is rather

limited. Many studies have shown that semantic anomalies

can elicit a P600 effect regardless of the availability of a

plausible non-surface interpretation (e.g., Hoeks et al., 2004;

Kuperberg et al., 2006, 2007; Paczynski and Kuperberg, 2011;

Stroud and Phillips, 2012; Van Herten et al., 2006). For

example, Hoeks et al. (2004) found that, along with role-

reversed sentences such as The javelin has the athletes

thrown (Dutch: De speer heeft de atleten geworpen.), semanti-

cally anomalous sentences that lack a plausible non-surface

interpretation, such as ‘‘The javelin has the athletes summar-

ized.’’ (Dutch: De speer heeft de atleten opgesomd.), also

elicited a significant P600 effect. Similar findings have been

reported in studies across different languages, consistently

showing that the presence of P600 effects to semantic

anomalies is not restricted to cases in which a plausible

non-surface interpretation is available (e.g., English:

Kuperberg et al., 2006, 2007; Paczynski and Kuperberg, 2011;

Stroud, 2008; Dutch: Van Herten et al., 2006; Spanish: Stroud

and Phillips, 2012; Japanese: Oishi and Sakamoto, 2010).

In light of the finding that the P600 is not selectively

elicited by role-reversals, some authors have proposed that

other factors can elicit semantic P600s. Some of these

proposals still assume some form of syntax-independent

semantic interpretation mechanism (e.g., Bornkessel-

Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky, 2008; Kuperberg, 2007; Van

de Meerendonk et al., 2010). For example, Kuperberg (2007)

emphasized that P600 effects to semantic anomalies are not

solely modulated by thematic role-reversals. She identified

that implausibility, along with the presence of animacy

violations, played a key role in evoking a P600 effect in

semantically anomalous sentences (see also Paczynski and

Kuperberg, 2011). Meanwhile, Van de Meerendonk et al. (2010)

proposed that the P600 is modulated by the severity of the

conflict between what is expected (i.e., likely to be true) and

what is observed, and found evidence that deeply implausible

sentences such as The eye consisting of among other things a
pupil, iris, stickery elicit a larger P600 response than mildly

implausible sentences such as The eye consisting of among other

things a pupil, iris, eyebrowy

On the other hand, others proposals do not assume a

syntax-independent semantic composition mechanism and

have argued that the P600’s sensitivity to role-reversals can

be fully attributed to surface properties of the materials (e.g.,

Brouwer et al., 2012; Stroud, 2008; Stroud and Phillips, 2012).

For example, Stroud (2008) observed that much existing

evidence of P600 effects to role-reversals comes from studies

that have confounded role-reversals with animacy violations.

For instance, the role-reversal anomaly in (3) also involves a

violation of the verb’s requirement for an animate Agent.

Stroud (2008) suggested that such P600 effects are attributable

to the detection of animacy violations and therefore should

not be taken as evidence for independent semantic composi-

tion. Meanwhile, Van Petten and Luka (2012) suggested that

the P600 reflects reanalysis processes that are triggered by the

detection of implausibility, whereas Brouwer et al. (2012)

proposed that the P600 reflects the process of integrating

the lexical information activated by a word into the current

mental representation.

In order to evaluate whether factors such as the avail-

ability of plausible non-surface interpretations, animacy

violations and implausibility make a unique contribution to

the P600, comparisons need to be made between ERP

responses to independent manipulations of non-surface

plausibility and animacy congruity. However, only two

studies to date (one in Dutch: Van Herten et al., 2005; one

in Mandarin Chinese: Ye and Zhou, 2008) have examined the

effects of thematic role-reversals using fully grammatical and

animacy-congruous sentences. Both these studies used

clauses with a subject–object–verb (SOV) word order, e.g.,

(5a) vs. (5b), and reported that role-reversal anomalies elicit a

P600 effect and no N400 effect.
5.
 Role-reversal anomaly in animacy-congruous sentences

(dutch).

a. De stroper die op de vos joeg slopen door het bos. The

poacher[singular] that at the fox[singular] hunted[singular]

stalked through the woods. ‘‘The poacher that hunted

the fox stalked through the woods.’’

b. De vos die op de stroper joeg sloop door het bos. The

fox[singular] that at the poacher[singular] hunted[singular]

stalked through the woods. ‘‘The fox that hunted the

poacher stalked through the woods.’’
Since these studies differed from those that examined

animacy-violated role-reversals in many respects (e.g., lan-

guage, word order of the sentence, the grammatical category

of the target word), it remains difficult to compare across

studies to determine to whether the availability of plausible

non-surface interpretations, animacy violations, and/or mere

implausibility contribute uniquely to the P600 effects

observed in role-reversed sentences. Therefore, in the pre-

sent study we aim to provide a more rigorous test by

comparing ERP responses to manipulations of animacy con-

gruity and non-surface plausibility.
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1.2 When do semantic anomalies fail to elicit an N400 effect?

Although it has attracted less attention than the P600 effects

elicited by semantic anomalies, the N400’s insensitivity to

role-reversal anomalies is also surprising and central to

arguments for independent semantic composition. Based on

the functional interpretation of the N400 as reflecting the

process of computing a coherent semantic representation by

incorporating each new word into its context (e.g., Brown and

Hagoort, 1993; Hagoort et al., 2004), several existing accounts

have interpreted the lack of N400 effects in role-reversed

sentences as evidence that the parser temporarily fails to

detect the semantic anomaly in role-reversed sentences, i.e.,

a ‘semantic illusion’ (e.g., Kolk et al., 2003; Van Herten et al.,

2005, 2006; Kim and Osterhout, 2005; Hagoort et al., 2009). For

example, Van Herten et al., 2005 proposed that the lack of

N400 effects reflects that comprehenders initially consider

the interpretation that fits their world knowledge best.

According to this hypothesis, a role-reversed phrase such as

the cat that fled from the mice is initially interpreted as the

assertion that the mice are fleeing from the cat, since ‘‘this

describes a far more plausible real life event than the

situation that the cat is fleeing from the mice’’ (p. 252).

Meanwhile, Kuperberg (2007) proposed that the attenuation

of the N400 in semantic P600 cases is driven by a ‘‘non-

combinatorial semantic memory-based mechanism (that)

computes the semantic features, associative relationships

and other types of semantic relationships between content

words (including verbs and arguments) within a sentence,

and compares these relationships with those that are pre-

stored within lexical semantic memory’’ (p. 37). Taken

together, these accounts posit that the processor can ignore

surface syntax to compute a plausible interpretation in role-

reversed sentences and therefore is effectively (temporarily)

blind to the semantic anomaly and thus experiences no

difficulty in semantic interpretation.

It has also been proposed that animacy information

makes a unique contribution to the N400’s sensitivity to

semantic anomalies (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schle-

sewsky, 2008; Kuperberg et al., 2007; Paczynski and

Kuperberg, 2011). For instance, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and

Schlesewsky (2008) noted that arguments with a dispreferred

animacy feature (e.g., an inanimate subject, or an animate

object) elicited larger N400 responses and proposed that

the N400 reflects core argument interpretation based on

prominence information such as animacy in addition to

syntax-independent computation of plausible interpreta-

tions. Meanwhile, Kuperberg and colleagues observed that

animacy-violated semantically incongruous sentences do not

elicit an N400 effect and proposed that full semantic analysis,

as indexed by the N400, can be ‘switched off’ when a reader’s

animacy-based expectations are violated (e.g., Kuperberg

et al., 2007).

In this paper, we test the hypothesis that neither non-

surface plausibility nor animacy violations make a unique

contribution to the N400. We adopt a lexical access account of

the N400, according to which N400 amplitude reflects the cost

of access to a lexical entry in the lexicon (Deacon et al., 2000;

Federmeier and Kutas, 1999; Kutas and Federmeier, 2000;

Laszlo and Federmeier, 2009; Lau et al., 2008). We propose
that the absence of N400 effects in role-reversed sentences

reflects that the cost of accessing the target verb in the

lexicon does not differ between the canonical and role-

reversed conditions due to a combination of weak contextual

constraint and strong lexical semantic association, and not

due to the plausibility of a non-surface interpretation or to

the presence of animacy violations. Based on previous find-

ings regarding the effects of contextual constraint and lexical

association on the N400, we aim to relate evidence of the

N400’s insensitivity in role reversals to other cases in which

the N400 has been found to be insensitive to semantic

anomalies.

A number of previous studies have found evidence of the

N400’s insensitivity to the compositional semantic meaning

of a sentence. But these findings have previously been

analyzed as independent phenomena. For example, Fischler

and colleagues examined ERP responses to semantic anomaly

in affirmative and negated sentences (Fischler et al., 1983).

They observed that, for affirmative sentences like (6), false

sentences elicited a larger N400 compared to true sentences.

However, in negated sentences like (7) it was the true

sentences that elicited a larger N400. Based on the assump-

tion that the N400 reflects sentence meaning computation,

the authors suggested that their results support a two-step

theory of negation (e.g., Carpenter and Just, 1975), according

to which the meaning of a proposition such as A robin is not a

bird is hypothesized to be computed initially without the

negation as A robin is a bird, and the semantic effect of

negation is only computed in a second step. Under this

account the N400 reflects only the first of these two steps.
6.
 Affirmative sentences: A robin is a bird/tree.
7.
 Negated sentences: A robin is not a tree/bird.
More recently Urbach and Kutas (2010) reported that the

N400 is insensitive to semantic incongruity in sentences with

certain types of quantifiers. They examined ERP responses to

sentences such as (8) and (9) and observed that the atypical

object (e.g., worms) elicited a larger N400 than the typical

object (e.g., crops) in all cases, despite the fact that the relative

semantic congruity in the most/often sentences is reversed in

the few/rarely sentences. That is, in the most/often sentences

the N400 amplitude was larger in the semantically incon-

gruous conditions than in the congruous conditions, but in

the few/rarely sentences the N400 amplitude was in fact

smaller in the semantically incongruous conditions than in

the congruous conditions. Based on this pattern of results,

the authors suggested that semantic processing of quantifiers

such as most and often occurs rapidly and incrementally,

whereas quantifiers such as few and rarely are processed

more slowly.
8. Sentences with noun phrase quantifiers:

(a) most farmers grow crops/worms.

(b) Few farmers grow crops/worms.

9. Sentences with adverbial quantifiers:

(a) farmers often grow crops/worms.

(b) Farmers rarely grow crops/worms.
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One important similarity between these studies and pre-

vious studies on role-reversals may be the relatively low
predictability of the target word in congruous and incongru-

ous conditions alike, given that their sentence contexts are

often minimally predictive. For example, in the case of

negated sentences, given a context like ‘‘A robin is not a y’’,

the range of possible continuations is very broad, and hence

an incremental processor might not expect the congruous

target word tree any more than the incongruous target word

bird. The sentence contexts in these studies do not provide

sufficient information to facilitate access to the congruous

target word relative to the incongruous target word. Under

these circumstances it should not be surprising that the

amplitude of the N400 is not reduced in the congruous

condition relative to the incongruous condition.

In fact, a recent study by Nieuwland and Kuperberg (2008)

contrasted ERP response profiles for sentences in which

negation was pragmatically licensed (e.g., ‘‘With proper

equipment, scuba-diving isn’t very dangerous/safey’’) vs.

those in which negation was pragmatically unlicensed (e.g.,

‘‘Bulletproof vests aren’t very dangerous/safey’’). They found

that in the conditions with pragmatically unlicensed nega-

tion, which were compatible with many possible continua-

tions, N400 amplitudes were not reduced in the congruous

condition. But in the conditions with pragmatically licensed

negation, which more tightly constrains the likely continua-

tions, the N400 was reduced in the congruous condition

relative to the incongruous condition.

Further, a recent study by Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al.

(2011) examined the effects of role-reversals by swapping the

case marker or word order of an animate and an inanimate

argument in verb-final sentences in Turkish and Mandarin

Chinese. They found that the verb sometimes elicited a larger

N400 in the role-reversed condition than in the canonical

control condition. Although the authors attributed the con-

trast between the presence of an N400 effect in their studies

and the absence of N400 effects in previous studies to

whether the language studied has rigid or flexible word order,

it is plausible that the N400 effect reflected that the processor

uses the animacy feature of the arguments to predict differ-

ent verbs in the canonical vs. role-reversed sentences, since

the canonical sentences in these studies always had an

animate Agent and an inanimate Theme and the opposite

is true for the role-reversed sentences.

However, the low predictability of the target words alone

does not explain why N400 amplitude was in fact larger in the

congruous condition than in the incongruous condition in

the studies by Fischler et al. (1983) and Urbach and Kutas

(2010). Both these studies compared ERP responses to lexical

items that differed in terms of their semantic relatedness to

the words in the preceding sentence context. For example, in

sentences such as (8) and (9), the typical object ‘‘crops’’ is more

closely associated to the context words ‘‘farmers’’ and ‘‘grow’’

than the atypical object ‘‘worms’’ is. The N400 amplitude is

known to be reduced by semantic priming in word lists (e.g.,

Rugg, 1985) as well as in sentences (e.g., Camblin et al., 2007;

Ditman et al., 2007). Therefore, in a situation where the

compositional meaning of the sentence context does not

make one target word more expected than the other, it is

unsurprising that the N400 amplitudes are modulated by
effects of lexical relatedness (Nieuwland and Kuperberg,

2008). In previous studies of role-reversals, on the other hand,

the canonical and role-reversed sentences differed only in

either voice (active vs. passive) or word order, and so the

lexical items were perfectly matched between conditions.

The fact that the target words were therefore lexically

associated to the same degree across conditions is consistent

with the absence of N400 effects in these studies.

This brief survey of different cases in which the N400 is

insensitive to semantic incongruity highlights the common-

alities among them and suggests the following generaliza-

tion: the amplitude of an N400 response to a word is

modulated by the processor’s expectation for that word,

which in turn is mediated by the compositional meaning of

the sentence context as well as by semantic association

among words in the sentence. Therefore, in the present study

we aimed to examine how the N400’s sensitivity to semantic

anomalies is modulated by lexical semantic association and

whether non-surface plausibility and animacy congruity

make any unique contribution to the N400.

1.3. The present study

The present study aimed to clarify the implications of the

Semantic P600 phenomenon for architectural questions

about the relations between syntax and online semantic

interpretation. To this end, we devised two ERP experiments

in Mandarin Chinese in tandem to examine the contributions

of plausible non-surface interpretations, animacy violations,

lexical association and mere implausibility to the ERP

responses to role-reversals. We first explain the design of

both experiments and then discuss the predictions of differ-

ent hypotheses for the two experiments.

Both experiments examined the ERP responses to role-

reversals. The role-reversals in Experiment 1 co-occurred

with an animacy violation (e.g., the student baffled the math

problem). The role-reversals in Experiment 2 were fully

animacy-congruous (e.g., the suspect arrested the inspector).

Due to practical constraints on generating fully animacy-

congruous role-reversed sentences in sentences with a SVO

word order, and in order to allow comparisons between the

current study and previous studies on both kinds of role-

reversals, all our experimental sentences had a SOV word

order. Despite having a SVO basic word order, Mandarin

Chinese has a highly frequent SOV Ba-construction. This

construction requires a transitive verb, and the coverb Ba

always follows the Actor argument and immediately pre-

cedes the Patient argument. Therefore, in this construction

unambiguous and reliable cues about the arguments’ syntac-

tic roles are present in advance of the verb. Further, the fact

that a clear role-reversal manipulation can be achieved by

simply reversing the order of the arguments allowed us to

avoid the ambiguity that occurs when role-reversed sen-

tences are also morpho-syntactically anomalous in sentences

such as ‘‘The meal was devoured/devouringy’’. Lastly, in order

to maximize comparability among conditions across the two

experiments, sentences in both experiments were intermixed

and presented within a single experimental session.

In Experiment 1 we orthogonally manipulated animacy-

congruity and the ‘combinability’ of the verb and its arguments



Table 1 – Experimental conditions and example sentences in Experiment 1. The target word is underlined.

Experimental condition Sample materials

1. Animacy-congruous, Combinable (Control) gaocaisheng ba shuxueti jieda-le

student BA math problem solve-ASP

‘‘The student solved the math problem’’

2. Animacy-violated, Combinable (Role-reversed) gaocaisheng ba shuxueti nandao-le

student BA math problem baffle-ASP

‘‘The student baffled the math problem’’

3. Animacy-congruous, Non-combinable gaocaisheng ba shuxueti guaqi-le

Student BA math problem hang-ASP

‘‘The student hung the math problem’’

4. Animacy-violated, Non-combinable gaocaisheng ba shuxueti kunzhu-le

student BA math problem restrain-ASP

‘‘The student restrained the math problem’’
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(see Table 1 for a sample set of experimental materials). Using

test sentences that had an animate subject and an inanimate

direct object, animacy-congruity was manipulated by using verbs

that can or cannot take an inanimate object. For purposes of the

current study a verb was considered ‘combinable’ with its

arguments if they can be combined to form a plausible sentence.

For example, in the example in Table 1, the verb ‘‘hang’’ cannot

be combined with the NPs ‘‘student’’ and ‘‘math problem’’ in a

simple sentence to describe a plausible scenario, and therefore

this verb–argument triplet was classified as non-combinable. We

considered ‘combinability’ as a more restrictive criterion than

mere lexical association, since verbs that are combinable with

their arguments are likely also lexically related to the arguments

(e.g. doctor–patient–cure), but lexically related verb–argument

triplets might not be combinable (e.g., doctor–nurse–cure). Since

accounts that assume independent semantic composition

mechanisms predict that the N400 is modulated by the presence

of a plausible non-surface interpretation (combinability) and not

just lexical association, we manipulated combinability in the

current study (see Kuperberg et al., 2006 for a discussion about

the relative contribution of these factors). This approach allowed

us to evaluate these accounts and our proposal at the same time,

because combinability and lexical association are correlated (see

Experimental procedures). The manipulations of animacy-

congruity and combinability resulted in a fully crossed 2�2

within-subjects design. Importantly, all sentences in the

animacy-violated and combinable condition were role-reversed

(i.e., they had a plausible non-surface interpretation), but the

design of the experiment was such that the role reversal was

simply a consequence of the two independent factors. This

design made it possible to assess whether the presence of a

plausible non-surface interpretation made any unique contribu-

tion to the observed ERP effects, as predicted by accounts that

assume independent semantic composition mechanisms.

As shown in Table 1, the four conditions in each item set had

the same subject and object arguments and only differed in the

target verb. Further, verbs were shuffled among item sets to

appear in different experimental conditions, thereby minimizing

lexical confounds (see Experimental procedures). Therefore, all

comparisons were made between sentences with the same pre-

target context and different target verbs. A related experimental

design was used by Kuperberg et al. (2007), who also manipu-

lated animacy congruity and lexical association. However, due to
the constraints of SVO word order in English, comparisons in

that study had to be made between sentences that differed in

multiple ways. Animacy-congruity was manipulated by varying

the subject noun while holding the verb constant (e.g., For

breakfast the boys/the eggs would eaty). But animacy-congruous

violations (‘pragmatic violations’ in Kuperberg’s terminology)

were created by combining a plausible subject–verb pair with

an incongruous adverbial (e.g., For breakfast the boys would plant

y). The lexically unrelated animacy violations were created by

combining a lexically associated adverb–subject sequence with

an unassociated verb (e.g., For breakfast the eggs would planty).

The SOV word order of the Chinese BA construction made it

possible to tighten the manipulations, and also to provide closer

comparisons with previous findings from languages with

SOV order.

In Experiment 2 we manipulated the structural role of the

arguments in simple BA-construction sentences (see Table 2 for a

sample set of experimental materials). Unlike Experiment 1, both

pre-verbal arguments in these sentences were animate NPs and

therefore this role-reversal manipulation never co-occurred with

an animacy violation. This manipulation was related to experi-

mental designs used by Kolk and colleagues (e.g., Kolk et al.,

2003; Van Herten et al., 2005) in Dutch, and Ye and Zhou (2008) in

Mandarin Chinese. However, unlike the materials used by Kolk

and colleagues, where the second arguments are prepositional

phrases (e.g., at the fox; Dutch: op de vos), both arguments are

noun phrases in the BA-construction in Mandarin Chinese.

Further, unlike the materials used by Ye and Zhou (2008), where

half of the sentences were in the active BA-construction while

the other half were in the passive BEI-construction, the current

study only used the active BA-construction in the experimental

materials to ensure that the structural roles of the arguments

were unequivocal to comprehenders.

Based on previous results, role-reversed sentences in both

experiments were expected to elicit a P600 effect and no N400

effects relative to their canonical counterparts. However,

competing theoretical accounts make different predictions

in the other conditions. Specifically, if non-surface plausibil-

ity makes a unique contribution to the P600 (e.g., Kim and

Osterhout, 2005), then the P600 effect should be largest in the

role-reversed conditions in both experiments. If animacy

violations make a unique contribution to the P600 (Stroud

and Phillips, 2012), then the P600 effect should be larger in the



Table 3 – Target response and accuracy on acceptability
judgment task.

Experimental condition Target

response

Percent

accurate

(sd)

Experiment 1

Animacy-congruous, combinable Yes 83.2 (11.6)

Animacy-violated, combinable

(role-reversed)

No 89.5 (8.3)

Animacy-congruous, non-

combinable

No 83.5 (12.2)

Animacy-violated, non-combinable No 91.8 (7.5)

Experiment 2

Canonical control Yes 87.2 (7.4)

Role-reversed (animacy-congruous) No 84.9 (10.2)

Table 2 – Experimental conditions and example sen-
tences in Experiment 2. The target word is underlined.

Experimental

condition

Sample materials

5. Canonical

control

chen-tanzhang ba zhege-yifan jubu-le

Inspector Chen BA the suspect arrest-

ASP

‘‘Inspector Chen arrested the suspect’’

6. Role-reversed

(animacy-

congruous)

zhege-yifan ba chen-tanzhang jubu-

le

Inspector Chen BA the suspect

arrest-ASP

‘‘The suspect arrested Inspector Chen’’
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animacy-violated conditions than in the animacy-congruous

conditions, including the role-reversed condition in Experi-

ment 2. If both these factors uniquely contribute to the P600

and their effects are independent, then a P600 effect should be

observed in all role-reversed and animacy-violated conditions,

but the effect should be largest in the animacy-violated role-

reversed condition in Experiment 1. However, if the P600 is

fully attributable to the general implausibility of the surface

meaning (e.g., Brouwer et al., 2012; Kuperberg, 2007; van de

Meerendonk et al., 2009, 2010), then we should merely expect a

significant P600 effect in all implausible conditions relative to

the plausible control in both experiments.

Predictions for the N400 effects also differ in competing

accounts, although the N400 effects alone are less theoretically

decisive. Accounts that assume independent semantic composi-

tion mechanisms predict an N400 effect in the two non-

combinable conditions in Experiment 1, but no N400 effects in

role-reversed sentences in both experiments because of the

presence of a plausible non-surface interpretation. An account

that attributes N400 effects to lexical association differences

makes very similar predictions, since the lexical association

between the target verb and its preceding words was much

stronger in the role-reversed condition in both experiments than

in the non-combinable conditions in Experiment 1. Although

these two rather different hypotheses cannot be distinguished

based on the N400 results alone, only the former predicts that

non-surface plausibility uniquely contribute to the P600. Mean-

while, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky’s (2008) propo-

sal predicts that the N400 should be larger in the animacy-

violated conditions than in the animacy-congruous conditions,

whereas Kuperberg et al.’s (2007) hypothesis predicts that the

N400 should be attenuated or eliminated in the presence of an

animacy violation.
2. Results

2.1. Acceptability judgments

Participants’ average acceptability judgment accuracy and

the target response in each condition are shown in Table 3.

With an overall accuracy of 86.7%, participants reliably

accepted canonical control sentences and rejected the

semantically anomalous sentences, regardless of the pre-

sence or absence of thematic role-reversals. In Experiment
1 a repeated measures ANOVA revealed a marginal effect of

animacy-congruity (F(1,19)¼3.03, po0.10), due to more accu-

rate responses for animacy-violated sentences than animacy-

congruous sentences. In Experiment 2 mean accuracy did not

differ significantly between the canonical and role-reversed

conditions (t(18)¼0.71, p¼0.49).

2.2. Event-related potentials

2.2.1. Experiment 1: effects of animacy-violations and non-
combinability
Fig. 1 shows the grand average ERPs (n¼19) at the target word

in all four conditions in Experiment 1. The target words in all

conditions elicited the pattern characteristic of ERPs to visual

stimuli. These components include an initial positivity (P1)

peaking at about 80 ms, followed by a negativity (N1) at

170 ms, and a positivity (P2) around 275 ms. These responses

were followed by a centro-posterior negativity between about

300 and 500 ms (N400). In the conditions involving animacy

violations, the N400 was followed by a large late positive-

going wave starting from approximately 550 ms (P600).

Inspection of Fig. 1 reveals clear effects of both experimental

factors. Combinability affected N400 amplitude and animacy-

congruity affected P600 amplitude. Non-combinable target verbs

elicited a larger N400 response compared to combinable target

verbs. Starting at about 550 ms, animacy-incongruous target

verbs elicited a larger posterior positivity (P600) than the

animacy-congruous target verbs. These observations were con-

firmed by the statistical analyses. Results from the overall

ANOVA and region of interest (ROI) analyses are presented in

Table 4. The mean ERP values in the N400 and P600 intervals in

the midline posterior region are presented in Fig. 2.

No significant differences were observed in the 0–300 ms

interval. In the 300–500 ms interval the overall ANOVA revealed

a significant main effect of combinability, reflecting that ERPs in

the non-combinable conditions were more negative than in the

combinable conditions across the entire scalp. The interaction

between combinability and animacy, and a four-way interaction

between combinability, animacy, anteriority and laterality was

also significant, reflecting that the effect of combinability was

slightly larger and more broadly distributed in the animacy-

congruous condition than in the animacy-violated condition. ROI

analyses revealed a significant main effect of combinability in all
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Fig. 1 – Grand average ERPs in six regions of interests in Experiment 1.
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ROIs, and a significant interaction between animacy-congruity

and combinability in three ROIs (midline central-anterior, right

central-anterior, and right posterior regions). Follow-up compar-

isons revealed that the amplitude of the N400 was not different

between the animacy-violated and animacy-congruent combin-

able conditions in any of these regions, whereas the N400 was

less negative in the animacy-violated non-combinable condition

than in the animacy-congruent non-combinable condition and

this difference reached statistical significance in the midline

central-anterior region (t(1,18)¼2.41, po0.05).

These results were also corroborated by pair-wise compar-

isons of the amplitude of the N400 between each of the

anomalous conditions and the canonical control condition in

each ROI. These comparisons revealed that the N400 never

differed between the animacy-violated combinable condition

and the control condition, and that the N400 was more negative

in both non-combinable conditions compared to the control

condition across the scalp. The N400 in the animacy-congruent

non-combinable condition was significantly more negative than

that in the canonical control condition across all ROIs (all

pso0.02); the effect in the animacy-violated non-combinable

condition was marginally significant in the left central-anterior

region (po0.06) and significant in all other regions (pso0.02).

Starting at around 550 ms ERPs in the animacy-violated

condition were more positive than in the animacy-congruous

condition and this effect persisted throughout the entire epoch.
The effect was present across the entire scalp, but was largest at

midline posterior sites. In the 600–800 ms interval the overall

ANOVA revealed a marginally significant main effect of

animacy-congruity (p¼0.054) and significant interactions

between animacy and anteriority and between animacy-

congruity and laterality. Consistent with the typical distribution

of P600 effects, ROI analyses confirmed a main effect of

animacy-congruity that was significant in three regions (left

posterior, midline posterior, and midline anterior) and margin-

ally significant in the right posterior region (p¼0.06). No sig-

nificant interaction effects between animacy-congruity and

combinability were observed. In the 800–1000 ms interval the

overall ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between

animacy-congruity and anteriority, along with a significant

four-way interaction between combinability, animacy-congruity,

anteriority, and laterality. ROI analyses revealed a main effect of

animacy-congruity that was statistically significant in the mid-

line posterior region and marginally significant in the left

posterior region (p¼0.08). No significant interaction effects

between animacy-congruity and combinability were observed.

In summary, ERPs in Experiment 1 were significantly more

negative in the non-combinable conditions than in the combin-

able conditions in the N400 interval, and significantly more

positive in the animacy-violated conditions than in the

animacy-congruous conditions in the P600 intervals. But with

the exception of one ROI in the N400 analyses, the ERP effects of



Table 4 – Repeated measures ANOVA F values at the target word in Experiment 1.

df 0–300 ms 300–500 ms 600–800 ms 800–100 ms

Omnibus ANOVA

comb 1,18 o1 26.04�� o1 o1

anim 1,18 o1 o1 4.24��� o1

comb � anim 1,18 o1 11.04�� 1.63 o1

comb � ant 1,18 o1 o1 o1 2.02

anim � ant 1,18 o1 1.23 7.54� 14.49��

comb � anim � ant 1,18 2.06 1.31 3.44��� 5.66�

comb � lat 2,36 2.24 2.33 2.56 3.27���

anim � lat 2,36 o1 2.19 4.34� 2.02

comb � anim � lat 2,36 o1 o1 o1 1.57

comb � ant � lat 2,36 3.02��� 2.4 2.33 3.37���

anim � ant � lat 2,36 o1 o1 o1 o1

comb � anim � ant � lat 2,36 o1 3.49� 3.12��� 4.16�

ROI analyses

Left central-anterior

comb 1,18 o1 7.55� o1 o1

anim 1,18 o1 o1 o1 o1

comb � anim 1,18 o1 2.04 1.77 o1

Midline central-anterior

comb 1,18 o1 24.93�� o1 2.38

anim 1,18 1.09 o1 4.86� o1

comb � anim 1,18 o1 7.56� o1 2.78

Right central-anterior

comb 1,18 2.84 25.61�� 2.27 4.31���

anim 1,18 o1 o1 o1 o1

comb � anim 1,18 o1 14.18�� 1.94 3.83���

Left posterior

comb 1,18 o1 23.79�� o1 o1

anim 1,18 o1 o1 7.53� 3.43���

comb � anim 1,18 o1 2.43 1.18 o1

Midline posterior

comb 1,18 o1 19.88�� o1 o1

anim 1,18 o1 1.37 9.77�� 5.85�

comb � anim 1,18 o1 1.96 4.36��� 2.37

Right posterior

comb 1,18 1.28 18.81�� o1 o1

anim 1,18 o1 o1 3.87��� 1.94

comb � anim 1,18 o1 6.69� 3.03��� o1

Factors: comb, combinability; anim, animacy; ant, anteriority; lat, laterality.
n 0.05opo0.1
nn po0.05
nnn po0.01.
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animacy-congruity and combinability were independent of one

another: the N400 amplitude was modulated by combinability

but not by animacy-congruity, and the P600 amplitude was

modulated by animacy-congruity but not by combinability.

2.2.2. Experiment 2: effects of animacy-congruous
role-reversal
Fig. 3 shows the grand average ERPs (n¼19) at the target verb

in Experiment 2. Results from the overall ANOVA and ROI

analyses are presented in Table 5. As shown in Fig. 3 the

target words in both conditions elicited the pattern char-

acteristic of ERPs to visual stimuli. The ERPs did not

diverge early on, hence no significant effects of role-

reversal were observed in the 0–300 ms and 300–500 ms

intervals. Starting at around 550 ms the ERPs became more
positive in the role-reversed condition than in the cano-

nical condition and the effect persisted throughout the

entire epoch. The effect was present across the entire

scalp, but was most pronounced at posterior sites, show-

ing a topographic distribution that is typical of P600

effects.

In the 600–800 ms interval the omnibus ANOVA revealed no

significant main effect or interactions involving role-reversal

(p¼0.13), but ROI analyses confirmed a significant or near-

significant effect of role-reversal in all posterior regions, con-

sistent with the characteristically posterior distribution of P600

effects. In the 800–1000 ms interval the omnibus ANOVA

revealed a marginal interaction between role-reversal and ante-

riority (p¼0.07), and ROI analyses revealed a marginal effect of

role-reversal in the right posterior region (p¼.06).
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Fig. 3 – Grand average ERPs in six regions of interest in Experiment 2.

Fig. 2 – Grand average ERPs in midline posterior region in (A) 300–500 ms, (B) 600–800 ms, and (C) 800–1000 ms time intervals in

Experiment 1.
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3. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to clarify the role of

plausible non-surface interpretations (‘semantic attraction’),

lexical association/combinability, and animacy congruity in

the ERP responses to role-reversal anomalies. Each of the

individual results in the present study has precedents in
previous studies, but the way in which they are combined

here makes it possible to address architectural questions that

were not so easily addressed before. First, the presence of a

P600 effect and the absence of N400 effects in the role-

reversed conditions of Experiments 1 and 2 are consistent

with previous reports that role-reversed sentences, despite

being syntactically well-formed and semantically incongru-

ous, elicit a P600 effect and no N400 effects (e.g., Hoeks et al.,



Table 5 – Repeated measures ANOVA F values at the target word in Experiment 2.

df 0–300 ms 300–500 ms 600–800 ms 800–100 ms

Omnibus ANOVA

rev 1,18 o1 o1 2.48 o1

rev�ant 1,18 1.11 o1 2.73 3.81���

rev� lat 2,36 o1 2.13 2.2 2.11

rev�ant� lat 2,36 o1 o1 o1 o1

ROI analysis

Left central-anterior 1,18 o1 o1 o1 o1

Midline central-anterior 1,18 o1 o1 o1 o1

Right central-anterior 1,18 o1 o1 1.13 o1

Left posterior 1,18 1.35 o1 4.57� 2.65

Midline posterior 1,18 o1 o1 3.12��� 1.51

Right posterior 1,18 o1 o1 10.06�� 3.86���

Factors: rev, reversal; ant, anteriority; lat, laterality.
n 0.05opo0.1
nn po0.05
nnn po0.01.
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2004; Kim and Osterhout, 2005; Kolk et al., 2003, Kuperberg

et al., 2003, 2007; Van Herten et al., 2005, 2006; Ye and Zhou,

2008). Further, the presence of a highly similar P600 effect

across different semantically anomalous conditions in

Experiments 1 and 2, independent of non-surface plausibility,

suggests that the P600 is sensitive to the implausibility of the

surface form of the sentence, but not to the availability of

plausible non-surface interpretations. The current results

suggest that the N400’s disappearance in role-reversed sen-

tences is likely due to strong lexical associations. Meanwhile,

although the apparent reduction of the N400 in the animacy-

violated non-combinable condition relative to the animacy-

congruous non-combinable condition suggests that animacy-

violations might attenuate the N400, we argue that such

reduction is also attributable to component overlap.

3.1. P600 is not selectively sensitive to non-surface
interpretations

Table 6 summarizes some of the factors that have been

proposed to account for the Semantic P600 phenomenon.

Current accounts for the observation of P600 effects to

semantic anomalies consider factors such as surface plausi-

bility, non-surface plausibility, animacy congruity and com-

peting representations.

The current results, along with some previous results

discussed in the Introduction, are not compatible with

accounts that assume independent semantic composition

(Hagoort et al., 2009; Hoeks et al., 2004; Kim and Osterhout,

2005; Kolk et al., 2003; Van de Meerendonk et al., 2009, 2010;

Van Herten et al., 2005, 2006). These accounts predict that

semantic anomalies that have a (partially or wholly) plausible

non-surface interpretation should make a unique contribu-

tion to the P600, and that a semantic P600 response should be

conditioned by the absence of an N400 effect. In the current

study, however, the animacy-violated non-combinable con-

dition in Experiment 1 nonetheless elicited a P600 effect

despite the absence of a plausible non-surface interpretation,

and the size of this effect was almost identical to that elicited
in the role-reversed condition. Further, the current findings

are also not compatible with an account based on ‘partial

plausibility’ (Van Herten et al., 2006), since the two non-

combinable conditions had identical degrees of partial plau-

sibility and only one of them elicited a P600 effect.

In fact, evidence for the P600’s selective sensitivity to

plausible non-surface interpretations has only been reported

in the original study by Kim and Osterhout (2005). Other

studies, including Stroud’s (2008) replication study using Kim

and Osterhout’s (2005) experimental materials, have consis-

tently found that semantic anomalies that have no plausible

non-surface interpretations nonetheless elicit a P600 effect

(see also Kuperberg et al., 2006; Kuperberg, 2007; Oishi and

Sakamoto, 2010; Paczynski and Kuperberg, 2011, 2012; Stroud

and Phillips, 2012). And in cases where there is a direct

comparison between conditions with and without a plausible

non-surface interpretation (‘semantic attraction’), the P600

effects typically show identical amplitude (e.g., Stroud, 2008;

Stroud and Phillips, 2012). Meanwhile, our observation that

an N400 effect preceded this P600 effect shows that the

presence of a P600 response to semantic anomalies is not

conditioned by the absence of an N400 response. This is

consistent with the observation that semantic anomalies

frequently elicit both an N400 and a late positivity (e.g.,

Friederici et al., 1998; Kolk et al., 2003; Curran et al., 1993;

Van den Brink et al., 2001; Van Herten et al., 2005). In fact, Van

Petten and Luka (2012) noted that the N400 elicited by

semantically incongruous words is followed by a posterior

positivity in about one-third of the 64 published comparisons

they reviewed. Taken together, our results provide convergent

evidence that the P600 response to semantic anomalies is not

modulated by the availability of (partially) plausible non-

surface interpretations and therefore they undermine the

original argument for independent semantic composition.

Meanwhile, however, we believe no existing accounts can

straightforwardly capture the current results. A surface anomaly

account that attributes the P600 to grammatical and animacy

violations (e.g., Stroud, 2008) cannot capture the observations

that fully grammatical and animacy-congruous role-reversed



Table 6 – Summary of some of the factors that have been proposed to account for the Semantic P600 phenomenon.

N400 P600�

Proposed

contributors

Stored semantic

relationships

Non-surface plausibility Animacy (verb-dependent

selectional restriction)

Animacy (linear

order heuristic)

Surface

plausibility

Non-surface

plausibility

Competing

representations

Animacy

(verb-

dependent

selectional

restriction)

Proposed

generalizations /

mechanisms

The N400 is

reduced for

words that are

semantically/

associatively

related.

Semantic anomalies do

not elicit an N400 effect

when a plausible non-

surface interpretation is

computed.

Violations of a verb’s

animacy selectional

restriction can ’’switch off’’

semantic processing and

thus reduce the N400.

The N400 is

modulated by the

match between the

animacy of a noun

and its linear

position.

Implausible

interpretations

elicit a larger

P600.

The presence of

a plausible non-

surface

interpretation

elicits a larger

P600.

Mismatches between a

non-compositional

representation and a

syntax-based

representation elicit a

larger P600.

Animacy

violations

lead to a

larger P600.

Accounts for the

Semantic P600

phenomenon

Kolk et al. (2003);

van Herten et al.

(2005, 2006); van

de Meerendonk

et al. (2009, 2010)

X X X X X

Kim & Osterhout

(2005)

X X X

Hoeks et al. (2004) X X X

Kuperberg et al.

(2007)

X X X X X X X

Paczynski &

Kuperberg (2011)

X Xa X X X

Bornkessel-

Schlesewsky &

Schlesewsky

(2008);

Bornkessel-

Schlesewsky

et al. (2011)

X X Xa X X

Hagoort et al.

(2009)

X X X

Stroud & Phillips

(2012)

X X

Brouwer et al.

(2012)

X X

a Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky (2008) proposed that violations of linear order animacy heuristics increase the N400, whereas Paczynski and Kuperberg (2011) proposed they reduce

the N400.
n The role of context and task have also been discussed, although the generalization was not specified.
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sentences (Experiment 2) nonetheless elicited a P600 effect.

Meanwhile, accounts that attribute the P600 to the implausibility

of the sentence (e.g., Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky,

2008; Brouwer et al., 2012; Kuperberg, 2007; Van de Meerendonk

et al., 2009, 2010) have yet to capture why certain kinds of

implausible sentences fail to elicit a P600 effect. In the current

study, even though the same group of participants had judged

the sentences in all the anomalous conditions as unacceptable,

only the animacy-congruous non-combinable condition failed to

elicit a significant P600 effect. As 90% of the sentences in the

animacy-congruous non-combinable condition (as opposed to

100% in the animacy-violated conditions and only 55% in the

animacy-congruous role-reversed condition) involved a violation

of the verb’s selectional restriction (see Experimental proce-

dures), sentences in the animacy-congruous non-combinable

condition should not be less implausible than those in the other

conditions. Therefore, we propose that neither the presence of

animacy violations nor surface implausibility can straightfor-

wardly account for the full set of current findings.

Previous studies have discussed the possibility that a P600

effect might be attenuated if it temporally overlaps with a large

N400 effect, which has opposite polarity (e.g., Hagoort, 2003).

One possibility is that a P600 effect was elicited in all semanti-

cally anomalous conditions, but that the response was fully

masked in the non-combinable conditions due to an overlap-

ping N400 effect. However, we regard this possibility as rather

unlikely. Given that no apparent effects were observed in the

animacy-congruous non-combinable condition in either of the

P600 time intervals (600–800 ms; 800–1000 ms) in Experiment 1,

the supposedly masked P600 effect would have to have been

completely overlapping in time with the N400 effect. The N400

effects elicited by visually presented stimuli are typically con-

fined to a well-defined time interval (e.g., 300–500 ms), during

which the divergence between the conditions peaks at around

400 ms and gradually returns to baseline afterwards (for review

see Kutas and Federmeier, 2011). P600 effects, meanwhile, tend

to extend over a longer time interval (e.g., 500–1000 ms). There-

fore, if a P600 effect were present in all the anomalous condi-

tions in the present study, then its apparent absence in the

animacy-congruous non-combinable condition must be attribu-

table to (i) an N400 effect that extended well into the P600 time-

window in that condition and/or (ii) a particularly short-lasting

P600 effect in that condition.

Note, however, that even if the presence of an N400 effect

did obscure a potential P600 effect in the current study, our

results would still be incompatible with semantic illusion

accounts of the P600. Since an N400 effect was present in the

non-combinable conditions but not in the combinable con-

ditions, resolving this overlap would yield larger P600 effects

in the non-combinable conditions than in the combinable

conditions. In particular, the P600 in the animacy-violated

non-combinable condition would be larger than that in the

role-reversed conditions. This is the opposite of the predic-

tions of semantic illusion accounts, according to which the

role-reversed condition should elicit a larger P600 than con-

ditions in which no plausible non-surface interpretations are

available, since a plausible non-surface interpretation is

present in the former but not in the latter.

In sum, the presence of non-surface plausibility makes no

unique contribution to the P600, and thus the P600’s
sensitivity to role-reversal anomalies does not constitute

evidence for syntax-independent semantic composition.

The present results suggest that the P600 is sensitive to both

animacy violations and surface implausibility, but neither of

these factors can fully account for the current findings in

isolation. The current results add to the growing body of

evidence that fully grammatical sentences with semantic

anomalies do at times elicit a P600 effect. Future work is

required to specify testable hypotheses about how these

factors combine and/or interact in modulating the P600.

3.2. Lexical relations, not non-surface plausibility or
animacy-congruity, modulate the N400

Current accounts for the absence of N400 effects to semantic

anomalies consider factors such as lexical semantic associa-

tion, non-surface plausibility and animacy congruity.

Accounts that assume independent semantic composition

(e.g., Kim and Osterhout, 2005) attribute the lack of N400 in

role-reversed sentences to the presence of a plausible non-

surface interpretation (‘semantic attraction’). Meanwhile,

others have proposed that the presence of animacy-

violations makes a unique contribution to the modulation

of the N400 (e.g., Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky,

2008; Kuperberg, 2007). Alternatively, without positing any

unique contribution of non-surface plausibility and/or ani-

macy congruity, we outlined in the Introduction that the lack

of N400 effects can be fully attributed to strong lexical

association between the target verb and its arguments in

role-reversed sentences. Our discussion about lexical asso-

ciation can be extended to include the semantic features,

associative relationships and other types of semantic rela-

tionships between content words (e.g., the semantic

memory-based mechanism in Kuperberg, 2007). It may also

be extended to include event schemas (e.g. Bicknell et al.,

2010; Paczynski and Kuperberg, 2012).

In the current study, the non-combinable conditions elicited a

significantly larger N400 effect than the combinable conditions.

Since the current study operationalized the manipulation of

lexical association as the combinability between the verb and its

arguments, these N400 findings alone do not allow us to

determine whether the presence of a plausible non-surface

interpretation makes a unique contribution to the N400 beyond

that of lexical association. Meanwhile, we can better evaluate

the merits of these competing accounts in the context of the

broader array of findings. First, Kuperberg et al., 2006 observed

that, when semantic relatedness is held constant, semantically

anomalous words elicited the same N400 and P600 responses

regardless of the presence of plausible non-surface interpreta-

tions (‘thematic fit’, in the authors’ terms) and suggested that

non-surface plausibility makes no unique contribution to their

findings. Second, accounts that assume independent semantic

composition predict that both the lack of an N400 effect and the

presence of a P600 effect in role-reversed sentences are selec-

tively conditioned by the presence of plausible non-surface

interpretations. As we discussed above, however, most existing

evidence shows that the P600 is less selective. Further, as

discussed in the Introduction, instances of the N400’s blindness

to semantic incongruity have been reported outside of the

‘‘Semantic P600’’ literature and in different previous studies
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(e.g., Fischler et al., 1983; Nieuwland and Kuperberg, 2008;

Urbach and Kutas, 2010). Even though accounts that assume

independent semantic composition are compatible with the

current N400 findings, such accounts require that other

instances of N400 blindness be given different interpretations.

In contrast, our proposal attributes the N400’s insensitivity to

role-reversals to the (roughly) equal accessibility of the target

word across conditions, due to a combination of strong lexical

association and weak contextual constraints. This account does

not give a special status to sentences with a plausible non-

surface interpretation, and it can potentially provide a unified

explanation for other instances of the N400’s blindness to

semantic anomalies.

Further, the current findings are consistent with the claim

that animacy congruity makes no unique contribution to the

N400. Specifically, even though role-reversals co-occurred

with animacy-violations in Experiment 1 but not in Experi-

ment 2, they did not elicit an N400 effect in either case.

Meanwhile, the small reduction of the N400 in the animacy-

violated non-combinable condition relative to the animacy-

congruous non-combinable condition is compatible with the

hypothesis that animacy-violations attenuate the N400

(Kuperberg et al., 2007). However, such N400 reduction can

also be attributed to (i) potential component overlap, and/or

(ii) semantic relatedness differences between the items used

in the two non-combinable conditions. Since the animacy-

violated condition elicited a much larger late positivity than

the animacy-congruous condition, it is plausible that the

N400 was reduced as a result of its overlap with the P600.

Further, in the semantic relatedness judgment study the

target verbs were judged to be slightly more related to the

argument NPs in the animacy-violated non-combinable con-

dition than in the animacy-congruous non-combinable con-

dition (2.17 vs. 1.76 on a 7-point scale). This difference in

semantic relatedness might have led to the N400 difference

between the two non-combinable conditions. Therefore, we

argue that the current results do not provide clear evidence

that lexical relations and animacy-congruity interact to

modulate the N400 effect.

We propose that in simple sentence contexts like ‘‘The

student BA the math problemy’’, the processor might fail to

differentially expect upcoming information, i.e., a congruous

vs. an incongruous verb, based only on information about

the subject and the object noun phrases. Under such circum-

stances the ease of lexical access, and by hypothesis the N400

amplitude, should only be modulated by lexical association

between the target word and prior context. This, however,

raises questions regarding the nature of expectation–

generation mechanisms (e.g., DeLong et al., 2005;

Federmeier 2007; Van Berkum et al., 2005; Wicha et al.,

2004). Specifically, is the presumed difficulty in predicting

an appropriate verb given its arguments reflective of a

general property of the processor? Could the processor’s

apparent difficulty in predicting a verb be rectified? How do

different word orders modulate the processor’s success in

predicting plausible thematic relations? Future work will

need to address these questions by examining the effects of

manipulations that are believed to facilitate predictions and

by making carefully controlled comparisons across sentences

with different word orders.
3.3. Conclusion

In this paper we investigated the theoretical implications of the

‘Semantic P600’ phenomenon. In previous studies both the

presence of a P600 effect and the absence of an N400 effect in

role-reversed sentences have been regarded as two central

pieces of evidence for a syntax-independent semantic composi-

tion mechanism. We presented two ERP studies that tested

competing explanations for these two pieces of evidence. We

found that the P600’s sensitivity to semantic anomalies is not

restricted to cases in which plausible non-surface interpreta-

tions are available, and argued that the presence of a P600 effect

in role-reversed sentences does not constitute evidence for

independent semantic composition. We also showed that the

N400’s insensitivity to role-reversals cannot be attributed to the

presence or the absence of animacy violations, and can instead

be attributed to the lexical association between a verb and its

arguments. We outlined a proposal in which the N400 reflects

the ease of lexical access, and interpreted the lack of N400

effects in role-reversed sentences as reflecting the processor’s

temporary failure to generate specific lexical expectations in

canonical vs. role-reversed sentences.
4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Participants

Nineteen students (11 female, mean age¼22 years, range 18–25

years) from Beijing Normal University participated in the current

study. All participants were native speakers of Mandarin Chi-

nese, were strongly right-handed based on the Edinburgh

Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), and had normal or

corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological dis-

order. Data from five additional participants were excluded due

to excessive artifacts (Z50% epochs rejected in one or more

conditions). All participants gave informed consent and were

paid 50 RMB/hour for their participation.

4.2. Materials

Each item set in Experiment 1 contained four sentence types

(see Table 1). The materials preceding the verb in all sen-

tences within each item set were identical, consisting of an

animate subject, the coverb Ba and an inanimate object. Each

condition had a different target verb, followed by materials

that were identical within each item set. All the verbs were

relatively common and three-characters long. Animacy-

congruity was manipulated by using verbs that do or do not

allow inanimate direct objects. Around 10% of verbs in the

animacy-incongruous conditions showed a strong animacy

bias rather than a strict animacy requirement. It should be

noted that animacy-congruity does not entail the fulfillment

of all the verb’s selectional restrictions. For example, The

student hung the math problem is considered animacy congru-

ous because the verb ‘hang’ can take inanimate objects, even

though ‘math problem’ does not fulfill the verb’s requirement

for a concrete object noun. Ninety percent of the sentences in

the non-combinable animacy-congruous condition involved a

violation of the verb’s selectional restrictions. Combinability
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was manipulated by using verbs that either do or do not yield

a plausible interpretation when combined with the two

arguments. A lexical association rating study was conducted

to obtain objective measures of the lexical association

between the verbs and their arguments (see below for more

details). Role-reversal anomalies in this experiment were

created by using a verb that does not allow inanimate direct

objects but is combinable with the two arguments, i.e., the

sentence would have a plausible interpretation had the two

arguments been reversed. Therefore, within the current

experimental design role-reversed sentences can be charac-

terized as animacy-violated and combinable.

In order to avoid lexical confounds in the ERP data, each verb

that was used in a combinable condition in one item set was

used in a non-combinable condition in another item set.

Specifically, the verbs in the canonical sentences were shuffled

across item sets to create the animacy-congruous non-combinable

conditions, and the verbs in the role-reversed sentences were

shuffled to create the animacy-violated non-combinable sentences.

Therefore, the two animacy congruous conditions and the two

animacy-violated conditions used an identical set of verbs. Care

was taken in the verb-shuffling procedure to ensure non-

combinability in the resulting sentences.

Assessing the lexical frequency of the target verbs was

made difficult by the fact that the target verbs often consisted

of a main verb and an adjectival resultative, e.g., du-si,

meaning ‘poison-dead’, which are considered separate lexical

items in some Chinese corpora. We were able to obtain lexical

frequency estimates for 66 of the 120 target verbs (after

removing the aspectual marker -le) using SUBTLEX-CH (Cai

and Brysbaert, 2010), which suggested that lexical frequen-

cies were well-matched between the animacy-congruous

verbs (mean¼2.34; SE¼0.11) and the animacy-violated verbs

(mean¼2.32; SE¼0.14). Meanwhile, the average log character

frequency of the first two characters of the target verbs (i.e.,

without the common aspectual marker -le) was numerically

slightly higher for animacy-congruous verbs (mean¼4.30;

SE¼0.09) than for animacy-violated verbs (mean¼4.04;

SE¼0.08).

We asked 44 native Mandarin Chinese speakers who did

not participate in the ERP study to rate, on a 7-point scale, the

degree to which the verbs are considered ‘related’ to the

corresponding pair of noun phrases used in the ERP study.

Each participant only saw one of the target verbs for any

given item. The results showed that the verbs were judged to

be closely related to the arguments in the combinable condi-

tions (animacy-congruous: M¼6.55, SE¼0.042; animacy-vio-

lated: M¼5.15, SE¼0.083), but not in the non-combinable

conditions (animacy-congruous: M¼1.76, SE¼0.056; ani-

macy-violated: M¼2.17, SE¼0.068).

As illustrated in Table 2, each item set in Experiment 2

contained two conditions: a canonical condition and a role-

reversed condition. Role-reversed sentences were created by

reversing the structural position of the arguments in the

canonical sentences. Therefore, the two sentences within

each set used an identical verb–argument triplet, and the two

conditions differed only in the order of the arguments.

Further, unlike Experiment 1 both preverbal arguments were

animate and therefore the role-reversals in Experiment 2

never co-occurred with an animacy-violation.
All experimental sentences consisted of an adverbial

phrase followed by a main clause. In order to avoid

sentence-final wrap-up effects at the critical clause-final verb

the SOV BA-construction was embedded in the adverbial

phrase (Zaiy zhihou, Aftery), followed by a grammatical

main clause that was held constant across conditions within

each item set. In all experimental sentences, no anomaly was

evident before the critical verb.

Sixty sets of items were generated for each of the experi-

ments and the sentences were distributed in two presentation

lists, such that half of the participants read sentences from

one presentation list and the remaining participants read

sentences from the other list. Each list contained 180 experi-

mental sentences (120 for Experiment 1 and 60 for Experiment

2) along with 180 unrelated fillers of similar length and

structural complexity. Each list contained one sentence from

each item set in Experiment 2, and two sentences from each

item set in Experiment 1 (one combinable and one non-

combinable). The sentences were presented in six blocks of

60 sentences each, and the order of the blocks was rando-

mized across participants. The two conditions from the same

item set never appeared within the same presentation block.

Care was taken to ensure that the overall congruous-to-

anomalous ratio in each presentation list was 1:1.

4.3. Procedure

Participants were comfortably seated in a testing room

around 100 cm in front of a computer screen. Sentences were

presented one word at a time in a white font (30 pt simplified

Chinese characters) on a black background at the center of

the screen. Each sentence was preceded by a fixation cross

that appeared for 500 ms. Each word appeared on the screen

for 400 ms, followed by 200 ms of blank screen. The last word

of each sentence was marked with a period ‘‘J’’, followed

1000 ms later by a response cue ‘‘?’’. Participants were

instructed to avoid eye blinks and movements during the

presentation of the sentences, and they were asked to read

each sentence attentively and to indicate whether the sen-

tence was an acceptable sentence of Mandarin Chinese by

pressing one of two buttons. The current study used this task

because the phenomenon of interest has been observed in

previous studies that used the same task. Prior to the

experimental session, participants were presented with 12

practice trials to familiarize themselves with the task. The

experimental session was divided into six blocks of 60

sentences each, with short pauses in between. Including

set-up time, an experimental session lasted around 2.5 h on

average.

4.4. EEG recording

EEG was recorded continuously from 30 AgCl electrodes

mounted in an electrode cap (Electrocap International): midline:

Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz, Pz, Oz; lateral: FP1/2, F3/4, F7/8, FC3/4, FT7/8,

C3/4, T7/8, CP3/4, TP7/8, P4/5, P7/8, and O1/2. Recordings were

referenced online to the left mastoid and re-referenced to

linked mastoids offline. The electro-oculogram (EOG) was

recorded at four electrode sites; vertical EOG was recorded from

electrodes placed above and below the left eye and the
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horizontal EOG was recorded from electrodes situated at the

outer canthus of each eye. Electrode impedances were kept

below 5 kO. The EEG and EOG recordings were amplified

(bandpass¼0.5–100 Hz) and digitized online at 1 kHz with a

bandpass filter of 0.1-70 Hz.
4.5. ERP data analysis

All trials were evaluated individually for EOG or other arti-

facts. Trials contaminated by eye blinks, excessive muscle

artifact, or amplifier blocking were excluded from the aver-

aging procedure. This affected 10.6% of experimental trials,

equally distributed across conditions (ranging between 9.6

and 11.6% across conditions). Event-related potentials were

computed separately for each participant and each condition

for the 1000 ms after the onset of the critical verb relative to a

100 ms baseline preceding the critical verb. Averaged wave-

forms were filtered offline using a 10 Hz low-pass filter for

presentation purposes only. All statistical analyses were

performed using the original data.

Statistical analyses on average voltage amplitudes were

conducted separately for four time windows chosen based on

previous literature and on visual inspection of the data:

0–300 ms for possible early differences, 300–500 ms for the

N400, and 600–800 ms and 800–1000 ms for the P600. Separate

analyses were conducted for mean amplitudes in each time

window. While the 600–800 ms interval is most commonly

used to analyze P600 effects in previous studies, the addi-

tional 800–1000 ms interval was included in the current study

to examine possible component overlap between the N400

and the P600 effects. We reasoned that, if the P600 partially

overlapped in time with the N400, the amplitude of the P600

might be affected by the N400 more strongly in an earlier

interval (e.g., 600–800 ms) than in a later interval (e.g.,

800–1000 ms). Although similarity between the ERPs in these

intervals does not exclude the possibility that the P600 did

overlap with the N400, systematic differences in these P600

intervals could be informative about the extent to which our

findings about the P600 is attributed to potential overlap with

the N400.

Data from the two experiments were analyzed separately

and in two ways. A traditional omnibus repeated measures

ANOVA was conducted using anteriority (anterior vs. poster-

ior) and laterality (left vs. midline vs. right) as topographic

factors. Since the current study was designed to modulate

two ERP components with well-established topographic dis-

tributions, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted in

each of the six regions of interest (ROI) to test for the

predicted differences (left-anterior: F3, FC3, C3; midline-

anterior: FZ, FCZ, CZ; right-anterior: F4, FC4, C4; left-poster-

ior: CP3, P3, O1; midline-posterior: CPZ, PZ, OZ; right-poster-

ior: CP4, P4, O2). Data from Experiment 1 were analyzed using

combinability (combinable vs. non-combinable) and

animacy-congruity (animacy-congruous vs. animacy-vio-

lated) as within-subjects factors. Follow-up comparisons

were carried out only when the interaction between

animacy-congruity and combinability reached statistical sig-

nificance. Data from Experiment 2 were analyzed using role-

reversal (control vs. role-reversed) as a within-subjects factor.
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